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Abstract: The performance of a watermarking system depends on all of its factors, such as watermark embedding strength, size of watermark and repetition of watermark bits. In this paper, a mathematical formula is designed, that governs the relation of performance of watermarking system with amount of the repetition of watermark bits. Performance of the watermarking system is measured by using the extracted watermark bit accuracy rate. The designed formula is verified experimentally. A spatial domain watermarking scheme is used for experimental verification. Further, verification is done for different kind of attacks such as cropping, Gaussian filter, Gaussian noise and salt & pepper noise. Accuracy rate by using the mathematical formula and experimental observations are very near. This supports that the designed mathematical formula is reliable.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the past three decades, the digital watermarking has been a key research agenda for the multimedia, pattern recognition, algorithm analysis & development community [1-11]. Digital watermarking offers the solution not limited to security, copyright protection, authentication of digital media [6]. Researchers have worked on development and analysis of different categories of image watermarking schemes. Peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [2] and normalized correlation coefficient (NC) [8] are widely used performance measures for watermarking schemes. Researchers have worked on development of image watermarking schemes and their analysis. In most of these work, peak signal to noise ratio (PSNR) [4] is used for quality analysis of watermarked image and, normalized correlation (NC), [11] normalized Hamming similarity (NHS) [11], and symmetric NHS [11] are used for quality analysis of extracted watermark(s). The quality of watermarking scheme depends on watermark embedding strength, size of watermark and repetition of watermark bits in the watermarking scheme.

Further, watermarked data may encounter a chain of intentional or unintentional attacks within the working condition(s). In this paper, analysis is done to study the affect of the repetition of watermark bits on the performance of watermarking system. This analysis is done theoretically and experimentally. Further, analysis is done for different kind of attacks such as cropping, Gaussian filter, Gaussian noise and salt & pepper noise. Normalized Hamming similarity is the most widely used function to analyze a watermarking scheme [4], [8] [11]. Therefore, we use the functions equivalent to normalized Hamming similarity function as a main frame to provide analysis on a watermarking system. Normalized Hamming similarity can be used to estimate the degree of common information in two watermarks. The degree of common information is symmetrical about Normalized Hamming similarity equal to 0.5. We have considered this assertion in the analysis. The rest of this article is organized as follows. In section II, some definitions are given. In section III, we formulate the problem. In section IV, theoretical solutions are given and examples are provided to validate the solutions. Finally, section V concludes the article.

II. DEFINITION

- Bit embedding capacity (BEC): total number of bits embedded by a watermarking scheme in a given image.
- Watermark length (WL): number of bits in a binary watermark.
- Watermark bit redundancy (WBR): repetition of watermark bits in a watermarking scheme.
- Extracted bit accuracy rate (EBAR):

\[ \Gamma_1 = 0.5 + \frac{n_1}{n_2} - 0.5 \]  

where, \( n_1 \) is the number of correct extracted bits and \( n_2 \) is the total number of extracted bits.
- Extracted watermark bit accuracy rate (EWBAR):

\[ \Gamma_2 = 0.5 + \frac{1}{n_4} - 0.5 \]  

where, \( x_1 \) is an embedded watermark and \( x_2 \) is a corresponding extracted watermark of the same length, \( n_1 \) is the number of equal bits in \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \), and \( n_4 \) is the length of the watermark \( x_1 \) and \( x_2 \). In (1) and (2), the term 0.5 makes the expressions symmetrical about 0.5. This fact is motivated by [11].

Note that \( \Gamma_1 = \Gamma_2 \), if the total number of extracted bits is equal to the length of the watermarks.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

We use following model of computation.
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- **M1.** $M_m$ ($m$ is a variable) is a watermarking scheme that has an embedding capacity of $C_m$, EBAR of $P_m$ and EWBAR of $P'_m$. Note that $C_m$, $P_m$ and $P'_m$ are not fixed for fixed $M_m$.

- **M2.** Let $W$ be a watermarking system that is intended for owner identification, ownership authentication or tracking under the working condition $T_w$. Let $W$ consist of a set of watermarks $S_w$, a watermarking scheme $M_w$, and a set of host data $A_w = \{a_i : i = 1; 2; \cdots; n_a\}$ that has $n_a$ host data. Let $N_w$ be watermark bit redundancy, and $C_w = C_w(M_w; S_w; A_w)$, $P_w = P_w(M_w; T_w; S_w; A_w)$, and $P'_w = P'_w(M_w; N_w; T_w; S_w; A_w)$ be the embedding capacity, minimum EBAR and minimum EWBAR respective of the $M_w$.

The formulated problem is as follows:

- Find relation between $N_w$, $P_w$ and $P'_w$ subjected to $S_w = S_g$, $M_w = M_g$, $T_w = T_g$, $A_w = A_g$.

We make the following assumptions.

- **A1.** Each extracted bit obeys the binomial probability model i.e. the probability of each extracted bit being correct is fixed.

- **A2.** If watermark bit redundancy is greater than 1, then bits of the extracted watermark are estimated from extracted bits using the voting method.

### IV. SOLUTION

- Watermarking scheme $M_w$ is $M_1$ that corresponds to [9] with a slight modification. The modification is that the watermark is put into the third least significant bit (LSB) plane of the host image instead of the LSB plane. The block diagram of the watermarking algorithm is shown in figure 1.

- The set of host data $A_w$ is $A_1$ that consists of a host image as 'cameraman' [12]. The host image is an 8-bit grayscale image of size $256 \times 256$ pixels.

- The watermark is a binary logo HBP as shown in figure 2. The size of the watermark is $32 \times 32$ pixels.

\[ P_{w'} = 0.5 + \sum_{i=q}^{N_w} \binom{N_w}{i} P_w(1 - P_w)^{N_w-i} - 0.5 \]

where,

- $P_{w'}$ is the EWBAR of $P_w$ for various EBAR ($P_w$).

Under the assumptions A1 and A2, the following relation holds between EWBAR of $P_{w'}(= P_{w'}(M_w; N_w; T_w; S_w; A_w))$ and WBR of $N_w$.

- **Figure 1:** A modified watermark embedder and watermark extractor. s: scale up factor, K: shuffling key.

- **Figure 2:** Watermark

- **Figure 3:** Watermark bit redundancy ($N_w$) vs EWBAR ($P_{w'}$) for various EBAR ($P_w$).
\( q = \begin{cases} \frac{N_w + 1}{2}, & \text{if } N_w \text{ is odd} \\ \frac{N_w}{2}, & \text{if } N_w \text{ is even} \end{cases} \) (4)

\( P_w = P_e(M_g; T_g; S_g; A_g) \). The term 0.5 in eq. (3) makes \( P'_w \) symmetrical about 0.5. If \( P_w \neq 0.5 \), then \( P'_w \) increases as \( N_w \) increases. However, increasing \( N_w \) reduces the length of the watermark. The \( h_w \) (length of the watermark), \( C_w \) (bit embedding capacity) and \( N_w \) satisfy the following:

\[ h_w \leq \frac{C_w}{N_w} \] (5)

Figure 3 shows graphs of \( N_w \) vs. \( P'_w \) for various \( P_w \). For large \( N_w \), the term \( \sum_{i=q}^{N_w} P_w(1 - P_w)^{N_w - i} - 0.5 \) can be approximated by the Gaussian error function.

**Figure 4**: Comparison between OEWBAR and EEWBAR for the cropping from center (\( C_w = 256 \times 256 \))

(a): \( h_w = 32 \times 32, N_w = 64 \)

(b): \( h_w = 64 \times 64, N_w = 16 \)

(c): \( h_w = 128 \times 128, N_w = 4 \)

**Figure 5**: Comparison between OEWBAR and EEWBAR for the Gaussian filtering (\( C_w = 256 \times 256 \)).
To verify (3), a set of experiments is done using the watermarking scheme $M_1$, a host image and various resized versions of a binary logo watermark. The host image is shown in figure 2. The bit embedding capacity $C_w$ of the watermarking scheme is $256 \times 256$. The watermarks are different scale up versions of the HBP logo that has a length of $32 \times 32$. The lengths of the watermarks are $256 \times 256$, $128 \times 128$, $64 \times 64$ and $32 \times 32$, and corresponding watermark bit redundancies are 1 (no redundancy), 4, 16 and 64 respectively. Before embedding, each watermark is preprocessed according to figure 1 (a). This is done to achieve the binomial probability model assumption for the maximum possible image processing attacks. In the extraction stage, post-processing is done according to Fig. 1 (b) to extract a watermark. Figures 4-7 show the comparison of (3) (PEWBAR: predicted EWBAR) with the OEWBAR (observed EWBAR) for cropping from the center, the Gaussian filter, the Gaussian noise and the salt & pepper noise attacks, respectively, on the watermarked images for different $h_w$ and $N_w$. In cropping from the center, a certain percentage of pixels from the center of a watermarked image is blackened. From figures 4-7, it is observed that OEWBAR strictly matches the PEWBAR up to a certain level of image processing attacks. Moreover, PEWBAR and OEWBAR confirm that EWBAR increases on increasing watermark bit redundancy. One interesting observation is that at $N_w = 16$, the OEWBAR and PEWBAR are very close.
V. CONCLUSIONS

The effect of increasing the watermark bit redundancy on EWBAR is predicted based on a binomial probability model. Both PEWBAR and OEWBAR confirm that on increasing watermark bit redundancy, EWBAR increases. Experimental results validate that PEWBAR is close to OEWBAR.
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